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Abstract

Bioimpedance is a common feature of every tissue and its analysis allows the un-
derstanding of the physiological state of the tissue under test as well as its changes.
The increase of glucose concentration can be detected by monitoring the tissue
bioimpedance. In high risk situations and subjects like athletes, several checks with
high accuracy are required each day. The scientific community has focused its efforts
to find an integrated solution for in-vivo implantable bioimpedance measurement de-
vices. The implantable devices have better accuracy since they are placed closer to
the tissues under test. The objective of this thesis is to characterize the different
shapes and configurations of probes suitable for bioimpedance in-vivo measurement
applications. The electrode modeling and simulation, and analysis of its interaction
with the tissue are performed by using the electronic design automation software
ADS, from Agilent. Two shapes and six configurations are considered and analysed.
The chosen geometry is capable of developing the least amount of tissue reaction
around the electrode, so as to ensure the best performance for a four-electrode mea-
surement.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Diabetes is the common name for one of the most diffuse diseases in the world;
scientifically this name identifies a group of metabolic diseases characterized by
high percentage of sugar in the blood [1]. The sugar level check is performed by
monitoring the blood glucose level and recommended level is between 90 mg/dL and
180 mg/dL[2, 3].

Actually, commercial devices use a chemical reaction between blood and a strip of
reactive substance to measure the blood glucose level. A drop of blood is taken by
stinging a finger and pressing it on the reactive substance, so that the glucose starts
to oxidize. The device detects the glucose level by applying a voltage to the strip
and finds the resistance by measuring the current [4].
Other methods to increase the frequency of the glucose measurement updates as
well as its automatism are still investigated, especially the ones using electronic
devices. These new methods are usually divided in invasive and non-invasive: the
non-invasive methods use sensors which are directly connected to the skin or to
other easy accessible parts of the body, such as the tongue. Because of the non-
contact errors, the raw data need to be processed in order for accidental noises to
be removed. It has been tested that for detecting the glucose level, the constant
skin renewal does not allow the discovery of a clear correlation between changes in
glucose concentration and measured data. [5].
On the other hand, the invasive methods perform a most accurate measurement by
introducing a drawback associated with the presence of an external object through
or under the skin: the dimension of the sensor has to be reduced as much as possible
in order to decrease body reactions and increase comfort. The improvement in the
accuracy level is related to the direct contact between sensors and the interested
tissue. For a correct design, it is necessary to evaluate the tissue response to an
external object. Nowadays the KTH (Kungliga Tekniska hoskolan) is developing a
small new implantable device which uses a wireless link to transmit acquired data
and to be powered as well; due to its reduced dimension and its wireless supply, the
device is more comfortable, with no need for a periodic battery replacement and
with the great benefit of a diminished foreign body reaction.
The device frequency goes from 2kHz to 2 MHz, a range where various tissues show
some completely different features. Therefore, changes in the physiological state are
more easily detected.

Before this work, scientific literature did not have any description of the shape,
dimension and configuration role for implantable electrodes: the only models to
be found were the ones designed for some specific commercial sensors. The main
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aim of this work is to find the shape, dimension and configuration roles in order to
characterize the considered electrodes.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis is focused on the analysis of different electrode geometries with a specific
goal: getting the best possible performance during the impedance measurement. All
the simulations are run by creating a 3D model of the scenario with the help of the
ADS software by Agilent and with the usage of a momentum engine. The simulation
results show strengths and weaknesses for each shape and configuration.
After a first analysis, a reasonably accurate model of the surrounding tissue is created
so as to evaluate the behaviour of the different configurations in contact with the
biological material. The performance are evaluated in terms of scattering matrix
and the results are converted into the impedance matrix.
The device designed at the department of Integrated Devices and Circuits at the
ICT/KTH School has a dimension of 1.5mm x1.5mm x0.5 mm and it includes of all
the electronic part. In this thesis, planar electrodes were chosen by using only the
top face without mentioning any realization issues.

1.3 Contributions

In order to choose the best configuration and shape of electrodes two basic shapes
and six configurations were analysed. The circle and square shapes are analysed
to understand the role of shape and dimension. After that, six configurations are
completely characterized using S and Z matrix: the crux configurations, the 3 line
configurations and the 2 coaxial configurations. The analysis shows that, when the
same surface is available, the second coaxial configuration has a better performance
in matching, transmission and isolation than the other ones.

1.4 Thesis organization

The first Chapter discusses the goal of the thesis work and the basic problems. In the
2nd Chapter as the theory necessary to model the biological tissue, its interaction
with the electrodes and the measurement technique are presented. The following
Chapter contains the electrode models and the simulation results for shapes and
configurations in the ideal case, with the addition of the electrode modeling and
simulation results in the non-ideal cases, which includes the tissue as well. The last
Chapter deals with conclusions and future work.
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2 Technical background

2.1 Biological Tissues

”A tissue may be defined as a group of similar cells differentiated for the
performance of a single function”[6]

2.1.1 Electromagnetical parameters of the matter

Materials may be ideally divided in two categories: conductors and insulators. A
conductor is a material where, in case of an applied electric field, electric charges
are free to move. On the contrary, the material is named insulator if charges are
fixed. In a conductor, when an electrical field is applied, the surface charges will
move until the internal field is equal to zero; whereas in an insulators the applied
field E0 polarizes the atoms. Their polarization produces a dipole moment named ρ
and an internal reaction electric field Ep with opposite direction to the applied field
[7].

A biological tissue is a mix of adjustable dipoles and relatively free charges. Then:

E = E0 − Ep (1)

Or using the definition of permittivity ǫ :

E =
E0

ǫr
(2)

Besides, the tissue has a heterogeneous structure and charges can be trapped at the
interface.
Due to the fact that they contain dipoles as well as charges, biological tissues dis-
play features of both insulators and conductors. The charges can only move in a
restricted area. Under the applied field, positive and negative ions move in opposite
directions, so that the internal charge separations within the material can then re-
sult in producing an effective internal polarization that acts like a very large dipole.

From an electrical point of view, a generic material can be characterized by using
two parameters: the conductivity σ and the permittivity ǫ. The first one describes
the aptitude to transport charges., whereas the other one the ability of the material
to storage charges.
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The speed of light in the material depends on its permittivity:

v =
c√
ǫr

(3)

and the free space has a permittivity ǫ0 = 8.85 ∗ 10−12 F
m
.

For other media,

ǫ = ǫrǫ0 (4)

It is possible to model either an ideal insulator with its capacitance C or an ideal
conductor, with its conductance G as in formula

C = ǫ · A
d

(5)

G = σ · A
d

(6)

with thickness d and cross-sectional area A of the piece of material. The tissue
is a combination of a conductance and a capacitance; the standard model is the
”Debye-type” shown in Figure 1 .

Figure 1. Simplified Debye-Type model

Appling a DC(constant) voltage to the parallel combination of C and R=(1/G),
after the transient, a conduction current Ic = G · V will flow and the amount of
change stored will be Q = C · V .
On the contrary, using an AC(alternate) voltage:

V (t) = V0 cos(ωt) (7)

Where V0 the voltage amplitude ,f frequency of the signal and ω = 2πf the angular
ratio. With the AC voltage, the capacitor is charging and discharging, following
the frequency f. The flow of charge generated in the circuit could be model as a
displacement current:

Id =
dQ

dt
= −ωCV0 sin(ωt) (8)

The total current flowing through the material is the sum of the conduction and
displacement ones. Looking at the equation (7) and (8) it can be noticed that the two
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currents are phase-shifted by 90 degrees, due to the difference in the trigonometric
functions [8]. Using the complex number representation:

V (t) = V0e
iωt,where i =

√
−1 (9)

where the real part is the physical significance, the total current I = Ic + Id can be
written as:

I = GV + C · dV
dt

= (σ + iωǫ)A · V
d

(10)

The material can be characterized with an admittance Y ∗ as well, like:

Y ∗ = G+ iωC =
A

d
(σ + iωǫ) (11)

where ∗ indicates a complex-valued quantity. With the term complex valued con-
ductivity we denote:

σ∗ = (σ + iωǫ) (12)

By using this representation, the aptitude of the material to transport charges is
emphasized.
It is also possible to emphasize the current flow ability of the material by considering
its impedance:

Z∗ =
1

Y ∗
(13)

or, for a pure conductance:

R =
1

G
. (14)

Factoring iωǫ0 in Equation (10):

I = (ǫr −
iσ

ωǫ0
)iωǫ0

AV

d
= C

dV

dt
(15)

The complex relative permittivity is defined as:

ǫ∗ = ǫr −
iσ

ωǫ0
= ǫ′r − iǫ′′r (16)

with ǫ′r = ǫr and ǫ′′r =
σ
ωǫ0

.
The complex conductivity and complex permittivity are related by

σ∗ = iωǫ∗ = iωǫ0ǫ
∗
r where ǫ∗ = ǫ0ǫ

∗
r (17)

Considering an ideal material with σand ǫ constants, the displacement current will
increase in frequency while the conduction current remains the same. Nevertheless,
the conduction current is not frequency dependent: at low frequencies, the material
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displays conductor-like proprieties, while at a higher frequency its behavior is closer
to a capacitive one. It is important to remind that ,conductivity and permittivity
are not constant in frequency for almost every material; this kind of variation is
called dispersion.

From the physical point of view, the dispersion could be explained in terms of dipole
orientations and charge motions: when the frequency is low the dipoles are able to
follow the changes of the applied field and the charges travel long distances. The
greater is the travelling distance for the charges, the greater is the probability for
them to be caught; the effect on the material is that it becomes polarized, with the
consequence that conductivity is relatively low while permittivity relatively high.

If the frequency increases, the dipoles are less able to follow the applied field, so
the polarization disappears; since charges travel less, the probability for them to be
trapped also decreases. While conductivity increases, permittivity decreases. The
typical dispersions of biological tissues are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Typical frequency dependence of the complex permittivity and conduc-
tivity of a heterogeneous material such as biological tissues [10]

Up to 10 kHz, the counter ion polarization along cell membranes causes the α(alpha)
dispersion. In this band the permittivity has a high value unlike the very low value
of the conductivity. Close to the DC value the conductivity is very small but not
equal to zero and it is named s0 .
The interfacial polarization of cell membranes, around the MHz range, shields the
cells and this can be modelled as a capacitance shunted with a resistor. The β dis-
persion is generated when the field starts to penetrate the shield (when the capacitor
is short-circuited) and because of the polarization of proteins and other molecules.
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The γ dispersion, in the GHz range, is generated by the water molecule polariza-
tion.[10]

To understand the role of permittivity and conductivity, the ratio between displace-
ment and conduction currents can be calculated as:

Id
Ic

=
ωǫ

σ
(18)

Below the MHz band this ratio is very low, so that at low frequencies the biological
tissue acts like a conductor.
Because of the polarization showed before, the equation (16) has to be modified as
follow:

ǫ∗ = ǫ∞ +
ǫs − ǫ∞
1 + jωτ

(19)

where ǫ∞ is the permittivity at high frequencies, τ the time constant and ǫs the
permittivity at low frequency. The dispersion magnitude is given by ∆ǫ = ǫs − ǫ∞.

Introducing the several dispersions, a better model of the complex permittivity [10]
is given by:

ǫ∗(ω) = ǫ∞ +

5
∑

n=1

∆ǫn
1 + jωτ

+
σi

jωǫ0
(20)

Due to the complexity of the biological tissue in composition and structure, it is
possible to divide its frequency response in multiple contributions.

Finding experimentally the distribution parameter α which accounts the broaden-
ing of the dispersion, it is possible to derive, from equation (19), the Cole-Cole
equation[13]:

ǫ∗(ω) = ǫ∞ +
∆ǫn

1 + (jωτ)(1−α)
(21)

Introducing the several dispersions:

ǫ∗(ω) = ǫ∞ +
∑

n=1

∆ǫn
1 + (jωτ)(1−αn)

+
σi

jωǫ0
(22)

In literature, the value of ǫ∞ is between 2.5 for low water-content tissues and 4 for
high one[11].

7
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2.1.2 Tissue proprieties

As demonstrated in [10,11,12], differences in structure and composition of tissues in
the human body lead to a wide number of values for conductivity and permittivity;
for instance, muscles and liver are better conductors when compared to skin and
fat.

In order to solve some technical problems related to electrode polarization [14], in
the frequency range below 100 Hz, the equation (20) is very useful since it allows us
to have a predicted value of the tissue response in order to check the measured one.

The previous results [10,11,12] also show that below 100 Hz the tissue model could
be turned into a single resistor, yet introducing small errors in most of the cases.
Between 100 Hz and 100 kHz, just the anisotropic tissues display frequency depen-
dence behaviours.
The proprieties of the tissues surrounding the electrodes, namely skin and skeletal
muscle, are described in the next session.

2.1.3 Skeletal Muscle

In literature, the permittivity and conductivity results for the muscles are separated
in two directions, along and across, because of the anisotropy of the tissue. The
differences between the two tested directions can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
taken from [10,11,12]

Figure 3. Relative permittivity (upper) and Conductivity (lower) of bovine par-
avertebral muscle in the across direction [12], the conductivity is expressed in S/m

[10,11,12]

8
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Figure 4. Relative permittivity (upper) and Conductivity (lower) of bovine par-
avertebral muscle in the along direction [12], the conductivity is expressed in S/m

[10,11,12]

Moreover, the electrical parameters could assume several values due to the var-
ious muscle configurations. In [10] there is a comparison between the results from
various publications, which underlines the data scatter for frequencies below the
MHz.

2.1.4 Skin

The skin is one of the most complicated and heterogeneous tissue of the body; this
feature deeply affects its electrical proprieties.
The skin is divided in three layers: epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissue. The
epidermis is the external one and it is the most important layer in the determina-
tion of the electrical proprieties; more specifically, when it comes to determine the
proprieties [10], the outer layer of the epidermis is the most important part. This
layer, named stratum corneum, is about 20 µm thick and it is composed of dead cells
in constant refinement, with the function of protecting the body from the outside
dangers[15]. The rest of the epidermis and the two layers below, the dermis and the
subcutaneous tissue, have a lower resistivity.

This behaviour becomes evident when it comes to know the composition of the
bottom layers of the skin: they are made of fat, large blood vessels, nerves and
connective tissue. The conductivity and permittivity, for different biological tissues,
are showed in Table 1.

9
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Table 1: Data ranges of specific conductivities and relative permittivities of some
tissues in the low-frequency range[10]

Specific conductivity (S/m) Relative Permittivity
Tumor 0.22-0.4 60000 (at 1kHz)
Fat 0.02-0.04 10000000 (at 10Hz)
Muscle
Transversal 0.04-0.14 1500000-40000000 (at 10Hz)
Longitudinal 0.3-0.8 10000000-66000000 (at 10Hz)
Skin (dry) 0.00002-0.0002 1400-6600 (at 10Hz)
Stratum corneum 0.0000125 10000 (at 2Hz)
Lower-lung layers 0.227 1200000 (at 2Hz)
Bone 0.01-0.06 4000-1000000 (d.c)
Blood 0.43-0.7 3000 (at 1kHz)
Heart 0.06-0.4 7000000-20000000 (d.c.)
Kidney 0.6 30000000 (d.c.)
Liver 0.023-0.2 15000000-50000000 (d.c.)
Lung (inflated) 0.024-0.09 10000000 (d.c.)
Spleen 0.043 45000000
Gray matter 0.033 50000000 (d.c.)
White matter 0.023 30000000 (d.c.)

In [10] it is showed that, for frequencies under 10 kHz, the stratum corneum
influence on the total skin impedance is 50% but around 100 kHz it falls until 10%.

2.2 Tissue Reaction

As a foreign corpse, the implanted device induces a persistent reaction by the host
body. The first reaction, after a surgical implant, is a process similar to wound
healing and it shows specific cellular pattern not connected with the stimulus [16].

This pattern is formed by two main layers: the inner one is composed of macrophages
and foreign body giant cells, unlike the outer one that is composed of a layer of fi-
broblast and connective tissue [17]. This reaction is caused by factors not only
connected to the implant such as its design (shape, surface and material) or local-
ization, but also with the host body: chemical interactions with the tissue, surgical
techniques, state of the host bed and mechanical loading.

The surface material has an important role in the reaction tissue development as well
as in the surface geometry. In [16], it is showed the effect of changing the electrode
materials and changing its surface. The materials tested are silicon and titanium

10
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while the surfaces are a plane and a porous ones. It is found that the reaction tissue
around the implants has the same composition and number of cells but there is a
change in the body response in time.
The thickness response of the different configurations is showed in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Capsule thickness for planar and porous silicon electrode implanted in
rat abdominal wall, the average value is indicated by the thick horizontal black

line [16]

The results of plane surfaces show that the quantity of reaction tissue is less devel-
oped around a titanium capsule than around a silicone one.
It can be noticed that the tissue capsule thickness decreases by replacing silicon
with titanium but does not increase in the course of time. Instead, when the surface
topography is porous, the tissue capsule thickness stays almost stable in case of
titanium electrodes and it is reduced in case of silicon ones.

This aspect is very important because it opens new scenarios to develop cheaper
devices by using just silicon. The comfort for the patient is consistently increased
because of the lower quantity of reaction tissue around the implantable device. Be-
sides, less reaction tissue around the electrodes allows better measurements.

Anyhow, biocompatible implants will be surrounded by a thin, tightly packed layer
of fibroblasts, collagen and occasional macrophages: the presence of this encapsula-
tion tissue reduces the effectiveness of the sensors.

In [18] the conductivity of encapsulation tissue is characterized by using stainless
steel probes on epoxy substrate and platinum probes on silicone substrate. The
model is frequency-dependent in the 10Hz-1kHz band and independent between

11
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1kHz and 100kHz; the increase of resistivity day by day is found for both reaction
tissues. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the increase of resistivity is directly
connected with the increase of capsule thickness.
By using porous surface it is possible to reduce or stabilize the thickness, then the
resistance of the capsule around the device[16].

Previous results show the device shape effect on the reaction tissue and how the
more the device is sharped, the more the reaction of surrounding tissue will be: the
best shape is the rounded one[20]. Besides, in [21] disc- and rod- shaped implants
are tested in rabbit muscles. The in-vivo test show that the disc- shaped one is
better than the rod-shaped one because of the lower reaction induced.

2.3 Electrodes polarization

There are two main sources of systematic errors in the in-vivo measurement of tis-
sue electrical properties: electrode polarization is more marked at lower frequencies
and inductance becomes apparent at higher frequency [13]. In the range chosen for
the device it is important to evaluate only the effect of the polarization; the lead
inductance is a problem only above the MHz range.
The molecule reacts to the electromagnetic field by changing their molecular charge
organization at the interface with the electrodes; in the human body the main prob-
lems of polarization occur with water molecule and hydrated ions. The polarization
could be approximated as a resistor in series with a frequency-dependent capaci-
tor and the effect enhanced with an increase of the tissue conductivity. A counter
ion layer could be formed when the cells are in suspension layers and these lay-
ers introduce potential drops. From the electrical parameters point of view this is
showed as an apparent decrease of conductivity. The higher the frequency, the less
the molecules are able to follow the variations of applied signals; the conductivity
apparently increases with the frequency.
Like the tissue reaction, the electrode material influences the ions in the layers: for
different materials it is possible to find different frequency responses of the electrode
polarization. For implanted electrodes there are two additional factors: the tissue
around the device could release electrolyte as well as develop a poorly conductive
region. This region shields the electrodes reducing the measurement performance.
As with the counter ion layer the polarization could be approximated as a resistor
in series witha a frequency-dependent capacitor and the value of the model are in-
fluenced by the electrode material [13].
Because of the environment mutation around the electrodes, it is better to start
measuring after a period of stabilization. The time dependence is connected with
various factors like the nature of tissues and electrode materials. The waiting time
recommended is around 30 minutes [10]

12
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2.4 Measurement technique

A 4-electrode method was chosen in order to minimize the polarization effects. With
this method, two pairs of electrodes for direct and alternating current measurements
are used.

The outer electrodes are used to inject the current into the tissue under test, while
the inner ones to perform the voltage measurement. The configuration is showed
in Figure 6. The measurement electrodes are placed within a specific distance be-

Figure 6. Four terminal measurements schematic diagram

tween the two injection ones. The resistance measurement is performed by injecting
current into the tissue with the two outer electrodes and by measuring the voltage
drop with the inner ones; the resistance can be found by dividing the voltage by the
current.

Because of the high input impedance of the measurement system the current flow-
ing through the polarization impedances is negligible. Thus the measurement is not
affected by polarization effects.
The scenario described is the ideal one because in the real scenario the isolation
between measurement and injection electrodes is not perfect. The erasing of the po-
larization effect is directly connected with the isolation because if a signal is flowing
between the injection and the measurement electrodes the condition of negligible
current flowing through the polarization impedance is no more true.

2.5 Scattering and impedance matrix

The voltage and the current along a transmission line without loss can be expressed
as:

V (x) = V +(x) + V −(x) = Ae−jβx +Be+jβx (23)

I(x) = I+(x)− I−(x) =
V +(x)

Z0

− V −(x)

Z0

(24)

where V +(x) and V −(x) are, respectively, the complex amplitudes at the beginning
of the line (x = 0) of the incident and reflected voltage waves, Z0 the characteristic
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impedance of the transmission line, β is the wavenumber for a wave in lossless media
and x the distance from the start of the line.[8]
The reflection coefficient is defined as the ration:

Γ =
V −(x)

V +(x)
(25)

The normalized variables are defined in the equations (26-31).

v(x) =
V (x)√
Z0

i(x) =
√

Z0 I(x) (26)

a(x) =
V +(x)√

Z0

=
√

Z0 I
+(x) (27)

b(x) =
V −(x)√
Z0

=
√

Z0 I
−(x) (28)

v(x) = a(x) + b(x) (29)

i(x) = a(x)− b(x) (30)

Γ =
V −(x)

V +(x)
=

b(x)

a(x)
(31)

The incident a(x) and reflected b(x) waves are:

a(x) = v(x) + i(x) =
1

2
√
Z0

[V (x) + Z0I(x)] (32)

a(x) = v(x)− i(x) =
1

2
√
Z0

[V (x)− Z0I(x)] (33)

Using this formulas on the linear double dipole in Figure 7 where the input
and output ports are connected to a transmission line with length of l1 and l2,
respectively. The incident and reflected wave at port 1, with x1 = l1, are b1(l1) and
a1(l1), while the incident and reflected wave at port 2, with x2 = l2, are b2(l2) and
a2(l2).
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Figure 7. General two ports[8]

Because of the dipole linearity it is possible to write:

b1(l1) = S11a1(l1) + S12a2(l2)
b2(l1) = S21a1(l1) + S22a2(l2)

(34)

Using the matrix representation:

[

b1(l1)
b2(l1)

]

=

[

S11 S12

S21 S22

] [

a1(l1)
a2(l1)

]

(35)

Every diagonal elements of the matrix Snn is the reflection parameter measured from the port n
when all the other ports are loaded with the characteristic impedance. Every non-
diagonal elements of the matrix Snm is the transmission parameter measured from the port n
when all the other ports are loaded with the characteristic impedance.[8]

[

b1
b2

]

=

[

S11 S12

S21 S22

] [

a1
a2

]

(36)

Using the equations (22) and (23) it is possible to define:

V (l1) = V1;V (l2) = V2; I(l1) = I1; I(l2) = I2 (37)

Where V1 and I1 are voltage and current at the port 1 and V2 and I2 are voltage
and current at the port 2, using the sign convention showed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. General two ports

The impedance matrix is defined as:

[

V1

V2

]

=

[

Z11 Z12

Z21 Z22

] [

I1
I2

]

(38)
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Where the Z parameter are defined as:

Zij =
Vi

Ij
|Ik=0,k 6=j (39)

The S and Z matrices are used to characterize a device. They are the represen-
tation of the device response when a signal is applied to its ports and they allow as
well, to compare easily different circuits. [8]

2.6 Analysis definitions

The S-parameters are used to characterize the performance for the chosen shapes
and configurations suitable for implantable electrodes.

For the shape simulations, the Snn parameter, who represents the reflection coeffi-
cient at the port n is used to evaluate the matching performance of each electrode
shape. All the Snm parameters, with n 6= m, represent the transmission coefficients
between the port n and m, so they are used to evaluate the transmission perfor-
mance between two electrodes.

For the electrode configurations, the ports n◦1 and n◦2 are always assigned to the
injection electrodes and the ports n◦3 and n◦4 are assigned to the measurement
electrodes, so the transmission performance is evaluated by using the parameters
S12 and S21, that represent the transmission parameters between the injection elec-
trodes, and the parameters S34 and S43, that represent the transmission parameters
between the measurement electrodes. As in the shape simulation, the Snn param-
eters are used to evaluate the matching performance of each electrode. All the
S-parameter not used to evaluate the matching and transmission performance are
used to analyse the isolation performance: basically these S-parameter represent
the transmission coefficients between one injection electrode and one measurement
electrode. The isolation performance analysis, for the injection ports, is performed
by subtracting alternatively S13 and S14 from S12 and, S23 and S24 from S21. With
regard to the measure ports, S31 and S32 are alternatively subtracted from S34 and,
S41 and S42 are alternatively subtracted from S43.

The dXY parameter is defined in order to better show the differences between the
ideal performance and the with-tissue performance. dXY is the difference between
the SXY magnitude in the ideal scenario, with air above, and the SXY magnitude
found with the tissue of interest.
The Z-parameters are used to characterize the configurations and the tissue effect.
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3 Modeling and simulations results

3.1 Electrode modeling and Simulation Results - Ideal case

Figure 9 shows the 3D model used for the simulation of the electrodes. In detail,
the figure shows the 3D model used for one of the shapes.

Figure 9. 3D model for the simulation of the ring shape: external ring with outer
diameter of 1.5mm and internal ring with outer diameter of 0.65mm.

The substrate used for the 3D model is 0.5 mm thick with an infinite ideal ground
plane below and a semi-infinite region of air above. The substrate material is set
as a dielectric with a relative permittivity of 9.6, loss tangent of 0.0002 and relative
permeability of 1. In order to design the electrodes configuration, the surface area
is 1.5 x 1.5 mm, even though the software has a tendency to widen the overall area.
This bigger area could introduce errors in the performance evaluation.
The electrodes are designed to be embedded in the substrate, so to reduce any prob-
lem connected with polarization [14]. The conductor used to model the electrodes
has a thickness of 32µm and conductivity of 4.1107S/m as copper. The electrodes
are simulated only with plane surface because the software doesn’t allow to use
porous surfaces.
Each of the 4 ports is loaded with 50Ω . Their upper ends are connected to the
electrode, while the bottom to the ground plane. Furthermore, the injection point
of the ports is not placed on the border of the shapes to avoid problems connected
with the mesh grid.
According to the requirements, the simulation is performed within the frequency
range 2 kHz-2MHz.
Considering that, the wavelength is one hundred times bigger than the dimension of
the device, so that it is possible to use an approximated model. According to this
model, the structure does not radiate and the simulation engine ”Momentum RF”
is used. In this case, an area bigger than expected introduces just a negligible error.
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The simulation results are exported from the ADS to Matlab software because of
the better tools for processing.

The 3D model representation provided by ADS is not so clear than to clarify
the electrode shapes and configurations simulated is used a 2D representation. This
representation is the view from above of the electrode shapes and configurations.
So, in the next section and chapter, the showed pictures are 2D, but the 3D model
described before is used for the simulations.

3.1.1 Shapes

Configurations The shapes selected for the electrode simulations are squares and
rings since it is easy to work with them. Each electrode is modeled as a piece
of conductor with thickness of 32µm, completely embedded in the substrate and
square or ring surface. The two electrode shapes are simulated by using a couple
of electrodes like in Figure 10, in order to evaluate the performance in transmission
and matching.
Figure 10 shows the view from above of the 3D model, with the smallest electrodes,
that have been simulated. The arrows define the application point of the port and
the port number is the same as the electrode. Than the arrow labelled with P1
identifies the electrode n◦1 and the port n◦1, the arrow labelled with P2 identifies
the electrode n◦2 and the port n◦2.

Figure 10. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate ring and square
electrodes, the arrow P1 and P2 show the application points of the port n1 and n2,

respectively. The two labels identify the electrode number, as well.

The effects of dimension on the electrode performance is evaluated by the simu-
lation of the same shape for different dimensions of electrodes: the square electrodes
are simulated from the dimension of (0.1 mm)x(0.1 mm) to (0.7 mm)x(0.7 mm) with
an increase step of 0.1. The electrodes are aligned with the device bound.
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When it comes to the ring shape, the outer electrode keeps the same dimension in
every simulation: outer radius of 0.75 and inner one of 0.70. The inner electrode is
a circle with a 0.05mm radius in the first simulation, a ring with a 0.1 outer and a
0.05 inner radius in the second simulation and finally it increases with a step of 0.05
mm until its outer radius is 0.65 mm and its inner one 0.60 in the last ones.
The effect of the shape on the electrode performance is evaluated comparing the
results of the two diffent shape for the dimension test. Figure 11 shows the view
from above of the 3D model, with the biggest electrodes, that have been simulated.

Figure 11. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate ring and square
electrodes, the arrow P1 and P2 show the application points of the port n1 and n2,

respectively. The two labels identify the electrode number, as well.

To increase the accuracy of the simulation, the setting of the ”Momentum RF”
engine are modified decreasing the dimension of the mesh cells, so the model is
simulated by dividing the volume in more cubes of smaller size, than in the stan-
dard division. The configuration used is: mesh configuration at 30 GHz with mesh
density of 100 cells, wavelength and arc resolution of 45 degrees. The simulation is
performed in the range 2kHz-2MHz, sampling it in 1000 points linear spaced.
The shapes are simulated with the ADS Layout toolkit to create the associated com-
ponents. The results are exported and simulated with the ADS Schematic toolkit,
which provides the best possible tools, using a setting as in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Set up of the simulation in ADS Schematic
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The device named ccc in Figure 12 is the Schematic model exported from ADS
Layout. The two terminals connected with the box sides represent the injection
point of the ports showed in Figure 10 and 11, and the terminal connected with one
box corner is referred to the ground plane in the Layout model.
The simulation is performed loading with 50Ω the two ports and setting the S-
parameter analysis for the two ports.

Simulation results Different results of S11 for different dimensions of the square
probes are showed in Figure 13. Increasing the electrodes dimension from squares
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Figure 13. a)S11[dB] and c)S11[phase]for the two squares of (0.1mm)x(0.1mm);
b)S11[dB] and d)S11[phase] for the two squares of (0.7mm)x(0.7mm)

with a side of 0.1mm to squares with a side of 0.7 mm, the magnitude of S11
decreases from of values around 10−12 dB to values around 10−8 dB. Figure 13 c)
and d) shows also that the phase shift for the square electrode with a side of 0.7mm
is 1 magnitude order larger than the result for the square electrode with a side of
0.1mm.
Figure 14 shows the S12 results for two different electrode square dimensions.
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Figure 14. a)S12[dB] and c)S12[phase]for the two squares of (0.1mm)x(0.1mm);
b)S12[dB] and d)S12[phase] for the two squares of (0.7mm)x(0.7mm)
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Figure 14 shows that the S12 parameter is 50dB bigger, for the square electrodes
with a side of 0.7mm, than for the square electrodes with a side of 0.1mm. The phase
shift slope is bigger for the square electrodes with a side of 0.7mm. The phase of
S12 for the smallest electrode dimension is of 90◦ at 2kHz and of 88.9976◦ at 2MHz,
for the biggest electrode dimension is of 90◦ at 2kHz, as with the other dimension,
but is of 88.9797◦ at 2MHz.

The model used for the square electrodes simulation is symmetric about the vertical
plane placed at the same distance from the electrode 1 and 2. Furthermore, the
mesh density is uniform and the injection point is placed at the same distance from
the border for the two ports. Because of this, the results found for S11 and S12 are
the same found for S21 and S22.

Considering that by increasing the dimension of the electrodes the distance be-
tween them decreases and the facing surface increases, these behaviours for S12
were predictable from the theory of the coupled lines [9]. For the ring electrodes the
behaviour is the same as for the square ones. Figure 15 and 16 show, respectively,
S11 and 12 for two different electrode dimensions.
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Figure 15. a)S11[dB] and c)S11[phase] for the two rings of (r=0.7/0.75;r=0/0.05)
separated 0.65 mm; b)S11[dB] and d)S11[phase] for the two rings of
(r=0.70/0.75;r=0.6/0.65) separate 0.05 mm; the frequency is expressed in Hz
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Figure 16. a)S12[dB] and c)S12[phase] for the two rings of (r=0.7/0.75;r=0/0.05)
separated 0.65 mm; b)S12[dB] and d)S12[phase] for the two rings of
(r=0.70/0.75;r=0.6/0.65) separate 0.05 mm; the frequency is expressed in Hz

Conclusion The results show that for the same shape, increasing the electrodes
dimensions, the parameters S11 and S22 are decreased while the parameters S12
and S21 are increased. That means that the bigger the electrodes dimension is, the
better the matching and transmission performance are.

By comparing the shapes, the results show that the best electrode solution is the
ring shape due to better matching and better transmission. The drawback is that
the phase shift in all S-parameters is higher than for the square electrodes. The
ring solution is also better when the total electrode area is smaller: for the square
the total area is from 0.2mm2 to 0.98mm2 and for the ring is from 0.198mm2 to
0.37mm2.

In Figure 13 c) and d) and in Figure 15 c) and d) the results of S11 phase show a
value of 0◦ at 2kHz, but ,looking at the model described in section 3.1 the geome-
try of the model is a condutor-like structure; this behaviour is caused because the
equivalent capacitor shunted with the ports n◦1 and n◦2 is very small and its effect
on the phase becomes significant at higher frequency.

The simulation is repeated for the square electrode configuration of Figure 11 chang-
ing the frequency range to 200MHz-50Ghz and Figure 17 shows the phase of S11
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Figure 17. S11[phase] for the two squares of (0.7mm)x(0.7mm)

For the ring electrode, it can be noticed, from Figure 15, that the S11 parameter
is influenced by the change in dimension of the electrode n◦2, also if the electrode
n◦1 has same dimension in every simulation.
For the ring electrode, the matching parameter S22 is almost overlapped with the
result of S11 in every simulation, also if the 1st ring is always bigger than the
2nd one. Table 2 show the difference, in magnitude, between S22 and S11 in the
simulation when the internal ring has external diameter of 1mm.

Table 2: Difference of magnitude [dB] between S22 and S11 for the two ring electrodes
with external diameters 0.1mm and 1.5mm.

Frequency S22-S11 [dB]
2 kHz 0.5786 ∗ 10−14

20000 Hz 0.2893 ∗ 10−14

200000 Hz −0.2893 ∗ 10−14

266700 Hz 0.2893 ∗ 10−14

355660 Hz −0.1929 ∗ 10−14

474280 Hz −0.0964 ∗ 10−14

632460 Hz −0.2893 ∗ 10−14

843400 Hz −0.2893 ∗ 10−14

1124680 Hz −0.2893 ∗ 10−14

1499780 Hz −0.4822 ∗ 10−14

2 MHz −0.2893 ∗ 10−14
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Figure 18 shows the phase of the parameters S11 and S22.
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Figure 18. S22[phase] and S11[phase] for the two ring electrodes with external
diameters 0.1mm and 1.5mm

With the ring shape the available space is better used because the circumscribed
area is bigger than the one with squares; it covers most of the device surface.

Furthermore, the matching and transmission results for the ring shapes depend
only on the circumscribed area. Figure 19 shows the view from above of the two
configurations simulated to analyse this behaviour.

Figure 19. View from above of the 3D model used to test the change of covered
area without change the surrounded area, the arrow P1 and P2 show the application

points of the port n1 and n2, respectively.

The analysis is performed by subtracting each parameter simulated with the
setup in Figure 19 a) from the same one simulated with the setup in Figure 19 b).
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In Figure 20 is showed the S22 parameter for the two configurations. The value
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Figure 20. Zoom of S22 for the configuration in Figure 19

of the parameter S22 simulated with the circle electrode is around 3 ∗ 10−10[dB]
smaller than the same simulated with the ring electrode. That means that the circle
electrode offers a better matching performance than the ring electrode, if used in a
coaxial configuration.
Table 3 shows the difference phase values of S22 for the ring electrode (Figure19 a))
and the ring electrode (Figure19 b))

Table 3: S22 phase for the for the configurations a) and b) in Figure 19.

Frequency S22(circle) [deg] S22(ring) [deg]
2 kHz −3.11537 ∗ 10−5 −3.11545 ∗ 10−5

20000 Hz −2.62469 ∗ 10−4 −2.62476 ∗ 10−4

200000 Hz -0.00262469 -0.00262476
266700 Hz -0.00521824 -0.00521837
355660 Hz -0.00781178 -0.00781199
474280 Hz -0.01299887 -0.01299921
632460 Hz -0.01559242 -0.01559282
843400 Hz -0.02077951 -0.02078004
1124680 Hz -0.02337305 -0.02337365
1499780 Hz -0.0285601 -0.02856087
2 MHz -0.0311537 -0.03115448

Table 3 shows that the difference between the S22 phase results are negligible be-
cause the difference between the value found with the two configuration differs by
approximately 5 order of magnitude
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3.1.2 Electrodes configurations

The electrode configurations are optimized by using all the available area in order to
avoid measurement errors due to local variations of the parameters: the maximum
radius is used for one of the electrode rings ,while the maximum separation distance
for the squares.
The proposed configurations respect the guide lines of planar production using only
one face of the device and they are divided in square and coaxial configurations: the
4 square configurations are composed by square electrodes and they are named from
A to D, the 2 coaxial configurations are composed by ring electrodes and named E
and F.
In the Figure from 21 to 26 the arrow P1, P2, P3 and P4 identify, respectively, port
and electrode n◦1, n◦2, n◦3 and n◦4.

Square configuration A Figure 21 shows the configuration for four square elec-
trodes with dimensions of 0.1x0.1mm2 centred on each face of the device. The
distance separating the centres of the electrodes n◦1 and n◦2 is 1.4 mm as for
the n◦3 and the n◦4.

Figure 21. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate the square config-
uration A

Square configuration B The 4 square electrodes have dimensions of 0.1x0.1 mm2

and there is a 0.1mm separation between the internal ones while 1.3mm be-
tween the external ones. The configuration is showed in Figure 22

Figure 22. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate the square config-
uration B
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Square configuration C This configuration maintains the same separation dis-
tances and electrodes dimensions of the configuration B but with an increasing
height of the outer electrodes from 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm. Figure 23 shows this
electrode configuration.

Figure 23. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate the square config-
uration C

Square configuration D The last square configuration, showed in Figure 24, is
made up of 4 square electrodes in a row with a dimension of 0.2x0.2 mm2 and
there is a 0.2mm separation between the internal ones while 1.1mm between
the external ones.

Figure 24. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate the square config-
uration D

Coaxial configuration E This configuration consists of a circle electrode with
radius 0.05 mm and other 3 ones with ring shape and external diameter of
0.5mm, 1.05mm and 1.5mm, respectively. Furthermore, the thickness of the
rings is fixed to 0.05 mm and all the electrodes are centred in (0,0). The
configuration is showed in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate the coaxial config-
uration E

Coaxial configuration F This configuration is composed by the same outermost
and innermost ring electrodes seen in the coaxial configuration E, but the other
two ring electrodes have outer radius of 0.3 mm and 1.3 mm like in Figure 26.

Figure 26. View from above of the 3D model used to simulate the coaxial config-
uration F

Like in the section 3.1.1, every configuration is simulated with the ADS Layout
toolkit to create the associate component to analyse with the ADS Schematic. The
internal tools of the Schematic software are used to have the complete set of S and
Z parameters for the whole characterization. The setup is showed in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Setup used in ADS Schematic

The device named ccc in Figure 27 is the Schematic model exported from ADS
Layout. The 4 terminals connected with the box sides represent the injection point
of the ports showed in Figures 21 to 26, and the terminal connected with one box
corner is referred to the ground plane in the Layout model. The simulation is
performed loading with 50Ω the two ports and setting the S-parameter analysis for
the two ports.

The goal is to characterize all the configurations in terms of matching, transmis-
sion and isolation.

In all the pictures, the legend follows the shape definitions used in Figures 21 to
26.

Simulation results As it can be seen in Figure 28, the matching parameter S22
decreases in frequency for all the configurations and the lowest value is for the
electrode configuration F
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Figure 28. Magnitude of S22 for the six configurations

The best configuration is F since it offers the best matching performance for
each electrode except for the n◦3 where the configuration E offers the best matching
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performance, while the configuration F is the 2nd best one. Table 4 shows the result
of the configuration E and F for S33.

Table 4: The magnitude of S33, expressed in dB, for the 2 coaxial configurations.

❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵

Frequency
S33[dB]

E F

2 kHz −5.5931 ∗ 10−14 −2.1215 ∗ 10−14

20000 Hz −5.269110−12 −1.799410−12

200000 Hz −5.268110−10 −1.7990 ∗ 10−10

266700 Hz −9.1550 ∗ 10−10 −3.1264 ∗ 10−10

355660 Hz −1.6659 ∗ 10−10 −5.6891 ∗ 10−10

474280 Hz −2.4080 ∗ 10−10 −8.2233 ∗ 10−10

632460 Hz −5.2681 ∗ 10−9 −1.7991 ∗ 10−9

843400 Hz −9.1550 ∗ 10−9 −3.1264 ∗ 10−9

1124680 Hz −.16659 ∗ 10−8 −5.6891 ∗ 10−9

1499780 Hz −2.8951 ∗ 10−8 −9.8865 ∗ 10−9

2 MHz −5.2682 ∗ 10−8 −1.7991 ∗ 10−8

The result of the first 4 configurations is overlapped because and zooming the
difference between the various lines is below 10−9dB. Figure 29 shows the zoom of
Figure 28 for the configuration A, B, C and D in the frequency range 1.05-1.95 MHz.
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Figure 29. Zoom of S22 expressed in dB, in the range 1.05-1.95 MHz, for the
configuration A, B, C ,D.

From Figure 29 it is possible to evaluate the role of the dimension compared to
the role of the configuration in the matching performance. The electrode n◦2 has
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area 4 times bigger in the configuration C and D than in the configuration A and
B, nevertheless the magnitude of S22 for the electrode configuration C is closer to
the magnitude for the configuration B than to the configuration D. It is reasonable
say that the configuration role is more important than the dimension role for the
matching performance.
After the matching parameters evaluation, the next step is to analyse the transmis-
sion ones.
The results of S12 in magnitude and phase for all the shapes are shown in Figure
30 and 31.
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Figure 30. Magnitude of S12 for the six configurations

As it can be seen in Figure 30, the transmission increases in frequency. Like in
the evaluation of the matching performance, the transmission performance is more
influenced by the electrode configuration than their dimension.
It can be seen that the coaxial configurations (E, F) have better performance com-
pared to the square ones but with the backward of a greater phase shift.
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Figure 31. Phase of S12 for the six configurations
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The same behaviour, in magnitude and phase, is present for S34. Table 5 shows
in detail the magnitude of S34.

Table 5: The magnitude of S34, expressed in dB, for the six configurations.

❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵

Frequency
S34[dB]

A B C D E F

2 kHz -186.59 -175.87 -170.20 -179.04 -150.53 -145.01
20000 Hz -166.59 -155.87 -150.20 -159.04 -130.53 -125.01
200000 Hz -146.59 -135.87 -130.20 -139.04 -110.53 -105.01
266700 Hz -144.20 -133.47 -127.80 -136.64 -108.13 -102.61
355660 Hz -141.59 -130.87 -125.20 -134.04 -105.54 -100.01
474280 Hz -139.99 -129.27 -123.60 -132.44 -103.93 -98.41
632460 Hz -136.59 -125.87 -120.20 -129.04 -100.53 -95.01
843400 Hz -134.20 -123.47 -117.80 -126.64 -98.13 -92.61
1124680 Hz -131.59 -120.87 -115.20 -124.04 -95.53 -90.01
1499780 Hz -129.19 -118.47 -112.80 -121.64 -93.13 -87.61
2 MHz -126.59 -115.87 -110.20 -119.04 -90.53 -85.01

Besides, it is possible to see from the Table 5 that there is a sharp difference between
the performance of the coaxial configurations and the square ones. The difference
between the best square configuration, that is the C one, and the worst coaxial
configuration, that is E, is always over 20dB. After evaluating the transmission per-
formance, the isolation performance are calculated for the various configurations.
The isolation performance analysis, for the injection ports, is performed by subtract-
ing alternatively S13 and S14 from S12. With regard to the measurement ports, S31
and S32 are alternatively subtracted from S34.
The isolation analysis between the measurement electrodes (3 and 4) and the elec-
trode n◦1 is showed in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. Difference of magnitude between S34 and S31 in the various configu-
rations
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The result of the subtraction has some negligible oscillations around the average
point. This is true for every configuration related to every isolation analysis.

Among them, configuration F proved to be the best, apart from the isolation
analysis between the second electrode and the measurement ones. In this case,
configuration A proves to be the best, followed by the F, which is also acceptable
since the magnitude difference stays over 0 db.
Table 6 shows in detail S34 minus S31.

Table 6: The subtraction results S34-S31, approximated, for the six configurations.

A B C D E F
S34 - S31 [dB] 11.1704 -17.2120 -11.5180 -19.4393 -10.8810 5.4757

Conclusion The results show that the coaxial configuration F the best perfor-
mance is the F one. It offers the best performance for every analysis and parameter,
with two main exceptions: the matching parameter S33 and the isolation analysis
between the second and the measurement electrode. With regard to other configura-
tions, they may have problems with isolation between ports: in one or more isolation
analysis every configuration happens to be below 0dB. This means that the isolation
condition necessary to erase the electrode polarization effect is not satisfied. There-
fore, by looking at the configurations B and D, we can say that they are basically
the same, but in the first one the square electrodes have a 0.1mm side while in the
second one a 0.2mm side. This increase of dimension leads to an improvement of
the transmission and matching parameters without solving the isolation problems.
The reason for the coaxial configurations F to be better results than any others relies
in the fact that the electromagnetic field is better confined within the biggest ring
perimeter. The coaxial configuration is also used in the solutions for the noncontact
scanning impedance imaging [22] and, in literature, it is the preferred one for the
same reasons.
Moreover, the accuracy of the chosen mesh density has been tested. Because there
are only passive components and reciprocal materials in the 3D model, the S matrix
has to be reciprocal and the condition Sm,n = Sn,m[8]has to be verified [8]. By using
Matlab, S12 minus S21 equals zero for most of the frequency points; the result is
below 10−12 only for few frequency points. The same result is found for all the
S-matrix transmission parameters.
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3.2 Electrode modeling and Simulations results - Non-ideal

case

After evaluating the configurations performance with an semi-infinite region of air,
the electrode configurations are simulated with a muscle and semi-infinite region of
skin above them.

These simulations are important in order to observe how the performance in the
ideal scenario are modified by the tissues presence.

3.2.1 Configurations

When it comes to the substrate definition, ADS uses a layered model, which does
not allow the use of any anisotropic definition of materials. Therefore, the best
possible model is the 3D one described in section 3.1, whose air space region has to
be replaced with the tissue under test. Figure 33 shows the section of the 3D model
used.

Tissue

Conductors

Substrate

Ground plane

Figure 33. Model of the layer definition used by ADS

The reaction tissue between the device and the tissue has been not considered
because of the lack of data. In literature, electrical parameters of encapsulation
tissue are not found at the time of this work, except for the resistivity around stain-
less steel electrodes embedded in an epoxy substrate and platinum foil electrodes
embedded in a silicone substrate [18].
We have to keep in mind that the reaction layer reduces the performance of the
impedance measurement, as it is showed in [19] for the electrode array in cat sen-
sory cortex.
The mesh density has to be decreased from the setting used with the electrode shape
simulation, because of the increasing complexity in the simulation. The new mesh
frequency is 50 MHz, while the density for wavelength is 50 cells with an arc resolu-
tion of 15 degrees. For the same reason, the simulation settings are changed and the
frequency range 2kHz-2MHz is sampled in 11 points. All the other configurations
and dimensions are the same as in the previous simulations.
The tissue under test is modelled as a semi-infinite region of uniform material char-
acterized by frequency-dependent permittivity and conductivity. The simulation of
the non-ideal case is divided in two steps, in order to evaluate the configuration
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performance with the tissues of interest.
Firstly, we simulate the effect of the muscle tissue: because the software accepts
only isotropic materials, it is possible to simulate only one direction. The chosen
direction for the muscle simulation is the transverse one because in [23] the along
direction is not completely characterized.
Secondly, the tissue above the electrodes is modelled with wet skin parameters. With
this model it is possible to understand how the S-parameters are modified due to
the presence of the skin tissue.
In Table 7 and 8 are shown the values found by modelling the tissues with the equa-
tion (22) by using the known parameters and set the limit for the summation to 4
[23].

Table 7: Electrical parameters of muscle in the transverse direction [20]

Frequency Conductivity [S/m] Permittivity
2 kHz 0.329 168020
20000 Hz 0.3449 15521
200000 Hz 0.3841 6377.7
266700 Hz 0.3995 5575.9
355660 Hz 0.4189 4705.6
474280 Hz 0.4415 3809.3
632460 Hz 0.4657 2955.7
843400 Hz 0.4895 2210.3
1124680 Hz 0.5113 1609.3
1499780 Hz 0.5307 1154.6
2 MHz 0.5476 825.9

Table 8: Electrical parameters the wet skin [20]

Frequency Conductivity [S/m] Permittivity
2 kHz 0.00078999 31034
20000 Hz 0.0078545 27166
200000 Hz 0.11502 8849.2
266700 Hz 0.13576 6745.8
355660 Hz 0.15566 5077.9
474280 Hz 0.1746 3805.9
632460 Hz 0.1928 2858.2
843400 Hz 0.21073 2158.3
1124680 Hz 0.22885 1638.8
1499780 Hz 0.24747 1247.6
2 MHz 0.26649 948.6
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The dXY parameter is defined in order to better show the differences between the
ideal performance and the with-tissue performance. dXY is the difference between
the SXY magnitude in the ideal scenario, with air above, and the SXY magnitude
found with the tissue of interest.

At the end of this section, the Z-parameters are computed from the S ones in order
to understand how the electrodes impedance is going to influence the impedance
measurement. The data from the Z-matrix are compared and analysed with the
results with air, skin and muscle above.

3.2.2 Simulation results for muscle above

The frequency response of the matching parameters S11, S22, S33 and S44 with
tissue above the electrodes is frequency-dependent; like with air, the matching in-
creases in frequency. The F configuration is the most appropriate one, except for
the S33 where it comes on the second-best. The parameter S22 is showed in Figure
34.
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Figure 34. Magnitude of the S22 parameters for all the configurations with muscle
above

It is possible to note that the traces of the A, B and C configurations are over-
lapped. Figure 35 shows in detail S22.
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Figure 35. Zoom of the S22 magnitude parameter for all the configurations with
muscle above

The differences in S-parameters between the simulation with air and the simula-
tion with tissue above the electrodes can be found by calculating the d parameter.
Figure 36 shows the d11 parameter. Because the d11 parameter is over 0dB means
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Figure 36. The d11 parameter for all the configurations, with muscle above

that the tissue introduction tissue increases the matching performance: this effect
is proportional to the frequency. This behaviour features every configuration and
electrode.
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It can be noticed that the d11 result for the configuration A and B is almost
overlapping: the electrode n◦1 has the same dimensions in both configuration A and
B.
The d11 result for the configuration C and D is better than the result for A and B:
the area of the 1st electrode is two times bigger in configurations C and D than in
A and B ones. The results are not overlapped because the first electrode has the
same area in the C and D configurations but the first one has a rectangular shape,
whereas the second a squared one.
In is reported the detail of d11 for the first 4 configurations.

Table 9: The parameter d11, in detail, for the first 4 configurations.
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵

❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵

Frequency
d11 [dB]

A B C D

2 kHz 1.6421−8 1.7250−8 6.9072−8 1.0266−7

20000 Hz 1.0724−6 1.0752−6 2.4288−6 2.2617−6

200000 Hz 1.2372−4 1.2397−4 2.7781−4 2.5497−4

266700 Hz 2.3309−4 2.3356−4 5.2318−4 4.7984−4

355660 Hz 4.4951−4 4.1529−4 0.0010 9.2445−4

474280 Hz 8.9707−4 8.9886−4 0.0020 0.0018
632460 Hz 0.0019 0.0019 0.0042 0.0039
843400 Hz 0.0043 0.0043 0.0097 0.0089
1124680 Hz 0.0108 0.0108 0.0242 0.0222
1499780 Hz 0.0274 0.0275 0.0614 0.0563
2 MHz 0.0580 0.0581 0.1299 0.1190

The d33 result for configuration A and B is almost overlapped and the result
for configuration C is close to the previous two: in the first three configurations the
electrode n◦2 has the same dimension and shape.
The d33 result for the configuration D is sharply better than the result for the first
3 configurations: the electrode shape is the square for all the first four configuration
but for the A, B and C configurations the dimension is 0.1mm X 0.1mm and for the
D one is 0.2mm x 0.2mm. Table 10 reports the d33 detailed data.
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Table 10: The parameter d33, in detail, for the first 4 configurations.

❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵

Frequency
d33 [dB]

A B C D

2 kHz 1.6495−8 3.7793−8 5.4378−8 1.7025−7

20000 Hz 1.0765−6 1.1302−6 1.1399−6 2.23793−6

200000 Hz 1.2419−4 1.2867−4 1.2922−4 2.6300−4

266700 Hz 2.3397−4 2.4227−4 2.4324−4 4.9446−4

355660 Hz 4.5121−4 4.3077−4 4.6874−4 9.5180−4

474280 Hz 9.0047−4 9.3147−4 9.3490−4 0.0019
632460 Hz 0.0019 0.0020 0.0020 0.0040
843400 Hz 0.0043 0.0045 0.0045 0.0091
1124680 Hz 0.0109 0.0112 0.0113 0.0228
1499780 Hz 0.0275 0.0285 0.0286 0.0579
2 MHz 0.0583 0.0602 0.0605 0.1223

It is possible to notice also that the electrode n◦1 has, in the A and B config-
urations, the same shape and dimension of the electrode n◦2 in the A, B and C
configuration but the result for the parameter d are different. Table 11 reports the
subtraction between the parameters d11 and d33.

Table 11: The subtraction between the parameters d11 and d33, for the first 4
configurations.

❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤

Frequency
d11 − d33 [dB]

A B C D

2 kHz -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000
20000 Hz -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000
200000 Hz -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0001 -0.0000
266700 Hz -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0003 -0.0000
355660 Hz -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0005 -0.0000
474280 Hz -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0011 -0.0001
632460 Hz -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0023 -0.0001
843400 Hz -0.0000 -0.0002 0.0052 -0.0003
1124680 Hz -0.0000 -0.0004 0.0129 -0.0060
1499780 Hz -0.0000 -0.0010 0.0328 -0.0016
2 MHz -0.0000 -0.0021 0.0694 -0.0033

The null values has to be considered with absolute value below 10−4

This behaviour denotes that the dimension of the electrode is important for the
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matching parameters but the configuration still plays the most important role.
The transmission parameters S12 and S34 have the same frequency response of
the with-air-simulation. They are proportional with the frequency and the coaxial
configurations have the best performance. Figure 37 shows the S34 parameter.
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Figure 37. The magnitude of S34 with the muscle layer over the electrodes.

The S12 parameter has the same behaviour as S34 and the coaxial configuration
F has the best performance as well, like for S21 and S43.
By calculating the parameters d, it can be noticed that the transmission performance
is increased by introducing the tissue. Figure 38 shows the tissue effect on the
transmission parameter S34.
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Figure 38. The parameter d34 for the various configurations

Moreover, the improve of transmission affects more the lower part of the band-
width. The isolation between injection and measurement electrodes is also analysed.
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The isolation performance are analysed, for the injection ports, subtracting S13 and
S14 from S12 alternatively and, for the measurement ones, subtracting S31 and S32
from S34.

When it comes to the with-air analysis, the F configuration offers the best isolation
performance among all, except for two cases: the difference of magnitude between
S34 and S31 and the difference of magnitude between S34 and S32.

Moreover, the result of S34 subtracted from S31 for the configuration F is higher
than 0dB and the result of S34 subtracted from S32 for the configuration F is lower
than 0dB

This means that with the muscle layer above the electrodes, the configuration
with the best performance has an isolation problem between the measurement elec-
trodes and the electrode n◦2.

Table 12 shows the isolation analysis result between the measurement electrodes
and the electrode n◦2.

Table 12: Difference of magnitude [dB] between S34 and S32 for the six configurations
with muscle above.

❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤

Frequency
S34 − S32 [dB]

A B C D E F

2 kHz 3.4602 -11.0171 -3.9266 -0.8905 -14.4933 -2.0363
20000 Hz 3.4132 -10.9809 -3.8575 -0.8852 -14.3195 -2.0496
200000 Hz 3.4214 -10.9933 -3.8641 -0.8874 -14.3166 -2.0332
266700 Hz 3.4236 -10.9963 -3.8657 -0.8879 -14.3142 -2.0291
355660 Hz 3.4263 -10.9963 -3.8676 -0.8885 -14.3109 -2.0235
474280 Hz 3.4282 -11.0026 -3.8692 -0.8890 -14.3061 -2.0168
632460 Hz 3.4262 -11.0011 -3.8681 -0.8889 -14.2877 -2.0095
843400 Hz 3.4137 -10.9879 -3.8601 -0.8869 -14.2884 -2.0024
1124680 Hz 3.3851 -10.9563 -3.8411 -0.8822 -14.2627 -1.9894
1499780 Hz 3.3496 -10.9164 -3.8165 -0.8761 -14.1942 -1.9423
2 MHz 3.3375 -10.9039 -3.8060 -0.8743 -14.0608 -1.8327

From Table 12 the isolation results seem to slowly converge to zero. The trans-
mission performance is improved by the tissue introduction but because the tissue
effect depends on the electrodes dimensions and configurations the isolation analysis
results are degraded instead.
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The F configuration showed the best isolation and transmission performance in case
of air. By replacing the air region above with the muscle region, the performance
decrease. Nonetheless, the F configuration remains the best one in most of the anal-
ysis.
Looking at the Figures 21 to 26 it is possible to see that the first 4 configurations
are symmetrical; the accuracy of the chosen mesh density can be tested using this
propriety by subtracting S22 from S11. Table 13 shows the results.

Table 13: Difference of magnitude [dB] between S22 and S11 for the first four
configurations with muscle above.

❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤

Frequency
S22 − S11 [dB]

A B C D

2 kHz −5.5468−12 4.4398−12 −1.0480−11 −1.2171−11

20000 Hz −1.3151−11 1.4779−11 −1.50023−09 −1.9080−11

200000 Hz −1.3521−09 1.14078−09 −1.7106−07 −1.1995−11

266700 Hz −2.5094−09 2.1181−09 −3.2210−07 −2.1704−11

355660 Hz −4.47769−09 3.7664−09 −6.2084−07 −4.0332−11

474280 Hz −9.4454−09 7.9724−09 −1.2382−06 −7.8101−11

632460 Hz −1.9841−08 1.6720−08 −2.6068−06 −1.6124−11

843400 Hz −4.5619−08 3.8292−08 −5.9517−06 −3.6496−11

1124680 Hz −1.1579−07 9.6545−08 −1.4850−05 −9.1112−11

1499780 Hz −2.9851−07 2.4722−07 −3.7604−05 −2.3120−11

2 MHz −6.2767−07 5.2037−07 −7.9529−05 −4.8394−11

Table 10 shows that the chosen mesh geometry is accurate enough for the simulation
of the electrodes.

3.2.3 Simulation results of wet skin

For wet skin, above the electrodes, the S11 parameters are shown in Figure 39. The
matching increases in frequency for all the ports, like in the previous simulations.
The F configuration remains the best one for most of the matching S-parameters:
it is the best one for S11 and S22 and it is very close to be the best one for S33 and
S44.
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Figure 39. S11 parameter for all the configuration with wet skin above the
electrodes

The zoom for the first configuration is showed in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. Zoom of the S11 parameter for all the configuration with wet skin
above the electrodes

It is possible to notice, in Figure 40, that the configurations A and B show
almost overlapping results: the electrode n◦1 is a square with side of 0.1mm for
both configurations. The C one is close to the D configuration result: the electrode
n◦1 has same area but different shapes for configurations C and D. The 1st electrode,
for the configuration D, is a square with a side of 0.2mm while in the configuration
C it is a rectangle with sides 0.4mm and 0.1mm.

The same behaviour is noticeable for S22: for configurations C and D, the sensor
n◦2 has the same dimension of the 1st one. The differences in matching parameters
are evaluated using the d parameter: for all the electrodes and configuration the
matching increases due to the tissue, as well as with the frequency. The d44 param-
eter, in Figure 41, shows the increase of matching in one of the two cases when the
F configuration is not the best one.
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Figure 41. The d44 parameter for the six configurations, in the simulation with
wet skin above the electrodes

The parameter d44 shows that the configurations A and B are almost overlapping
and that D is the best one. Figure 42 shows the zoom for d44.
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Figure 42. Zoom of d44 for the six configurations, in the simulation with wet skin
above the electrodes

The C, E and F configurations are close to A and B until 1 MHz, after that point
C and F have better performance. This behaviour indicates that with regard to the
matching performance, the configuration has a greater role than the dimension: in
the C configuration, the electrode n◦4 is half the one in the D configuration and the
same as in configurations A and B.
Looking at Figure 43, in the configuration C and D the results for the S44 param-
eter are the lowest ones, than the configurations C and D offer the best matching
performance for the electrode n◦4.
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Figure 43. Zoom of the he S44 parameter for the six configurations, in the
simulation with wet skin above the electrodes

In the C configuration, the dimension seems to play an important role below
1 Mhz, whereas above it, the configuration plays it. For the configurations A, B
and C ,the electrode n◦3 has the same area and shape; for the D one it has same
shape but a four-time bigger area instead: the S33 results are very close for the
first 3 configurations below 1.1 Mhz, but just above, like in the d44 parameter, the
configuration C has better results, as showed in Figure 44.
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Figure 44. The S33 parameter detail for the six configurations, in the simulation
with wet skin above the electrodes

It is also showed that over 1.5 MHz the C configuration result is going to converge
to the A and B ones.
The transmission parameters S12, S21, S34 and S43 show the same behaviour of the
above mentioned case with air: the S12 parameter increases with the frequency and
the coaxial configuration has the best performance as showed in Figure 45.
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Figure 45. The S12 parameter in the simulation with wet skin above the electrodes

The S34 parameter has the same behaviour as S12 and the coaxial configuration
F has the best performance as well, like for S21 and S43.

The isolation performance are analysed, for the injection ports, subtracting S13 and
S14 alternatively from S12 and, for the measurement ones, subtracting S31 and S32
from S34.

Unlike the simulation with air, the configuration F has the best isolation performance
for all the isolation analysis, with two exceptions: the difference of magnitude be-
tween S34 and S31 and the difference of magnitude between S34 and S32.

Moreover, the F configuration is not the best one in the comparison between S34 and
S31,yet the difference between the two parameters is over 0dB. On the other side, in
the comparison between S34 and S32, the F configuration is still not the best one as
well, but the difference between the two parameters is below 0dB. This means that
with the muscle layer above the electrodes, also the simulated configuration with
the overall best performance has an isolation problem between the measurement
electrodes and the electrode n◦2.

The isolation results do not follow a clear rule, they are increasing for some
values, and decreasing for others. Table 14 shows the isolation result between the
measurement electrodes and the electrode n◦2.
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Table 14: Difference of magnitude [dB] between S34 and S32 for the six configurations
with skin above.

❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤

Frequency
S34 − S32 [dB]

A B C D E F

2 kHz 3.4182 -10.9830 -3.9630 -0.8854 -14.3548 -2.1976
20000 Hz 3.4167 -10.9820 -3.9630 -0.8853 -14.3546 -2.0950
200000 Hz 3.4282 -10.9885 -3.9630 -0.8865 -14.3205 -2.1290
266700 Hz 3.4319 -11.0054 -3.9744 -0.8894 -14.3112 -2.1119
355660 Hz 3.4430 -11.0186 -3.9893 -0.8915 -14.3043 -2.0982
474280 Hz 3.4558 -11.0337 -4.0066 -0.8941 -14.2839 -2.0815
632460 Hz 3.4272 -11.0471 -4.0229 -0.8964 -14.2850 -2.0963
843400 Hz 3.4716 -11.0526 -4.0321 -0.8974 -14.2722 -2.0791
1124680 Hz 3.3851 -10.9563 -3.8411 -0.8822 -14.2627 -1.9894
1499780 Hz 3.3624 -11.0425 -3.9945 -0.8960 -14.2557 -2.0643
2 MHz 3.4401 -11.0170 -4.0079 -0.8921 -14.2228 -2.0437

In comparison to the with-air simulation, the tissue introduction increases the
transmission performance for all the configurations but. The tissue effect is different
for each configuration and the increase of transmission is more emphasized for the
low frequencies. Figure 46 shows the transmission increase by using the parameter
d21.
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Figure 46. The parameter d21 for the six configurations with skin above.

The tissue introduction increases all the isolation and transmission parameters
from the results with air; the F configuration was and still is mostly the best one
for both air and skin instances.
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Looking at the Figures 21 to 26, it is possible to see that the first 4 configurations
are symmetrical; this propriety can be used to test the accuracy of the chosen mesh
density. The result of S22 is subtracted from S11. Table 15 shows the subtraction
results.

Table 15: Difference of magnitude [dB] between S22 and S11 for the first four
configurations with skin above.

❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤

Frequency
S22 − S11 [dB]

A B C D

2 kHz −1.7743−13 1.4850−13 −1.0480−11 −4.1003−11

20000 Hz −1.3730−11 1.1193−11 −3.50023−09 −3.1480−09

200000 Hz −5.1415−10 4.2845−10 −1.3806−09 −6.25562−08

266700 Hz −9.7587−10 7.7444−10 −3.4545−08 −9.5910−08

355660 Hz −1.7353−09 1.4598−09 −6.2384−07 −1.6081−07

474280 Hz −3.3493−09 2.8248−09 −1.2382−06 −2.8981−07

632460 Hz −6.6159−09 5.5870−09 −2.6068−06 −5.5108−07

843400 Hz −1.3477−08 1.1379−08 −5.9517−06 −1.0988−11

1124680 Hz −2.8693−08 2.4229−08 −1.4050−05 −2.3113−06

1499780 Hz −6.5020−08 5.4545−08 −3.7604−05 −5.1591−06

2 MHz −1.5106−07 1.2604−07 −9.9529−05 −4.8394−05

Table 15 shows that the chosen mesh geometry is accurate enough for the simulation
of the electrodes.

3.2.4 Data analysis

The Z-parameters are found, for all the proposed configurations, by using the in-
ternal ADS Schematic tools. For a better understanding of the scenario, the ca-
pacitances and resistors are calculated, respectively, from the imaginary and real
part of the impedances. The resistors are calculated by taking the real part of
the impedance value, while the capacitors are calculated assuming that the whole
imaginary part of the impedance is a consequence of a single frequency dependant
capacitor. The formula used for the capacitors is given by:

Cn,m =
1

2 ∗ π ∗ f ∗ Im[Zn,m]
(40)

Table 16 shows the C12 values for electrode configuration F with air above.
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Table 16: The value of C12 for the configuration F

❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵

Frequency
C12 [pF]

F

2 kHz 0.6057467207678880
20000 Hz 0.6057464669827550
200000 Hz 0.6057464669912960
266700 Hz 0.6057464960436110
355660 Hz 0.6057465829011150
474280 Hz 0.6057465972074460
632460 Hz 0.6057466136450450
843400 Hz 0.6057466242459180
1124680 Hz 0.6057466480007890
1499780 Hz 0.6057467054756800
2 MHz 0.6057467275476970

The capacitor has variations 1 million times smaller than the average value 6.057465549073149∗
10−13. This is true for every electrode configuration related to every capacitor value.
The average value found for the capacitors is between 10−11F and 10−14F with some
oscillations one million times lower than the average value
The tissue introduction changes completely the frequency response of the capaci-
tance and resistance values.
The capacitance values are growing in frequency when the tissue is above, both with
muscle and skin. Figure 47 shows the capacitance parameter C12 for the simulations
with air, tissue and skin.
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Figure 47. C12 for the F configuration with skin and muscle above
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Figure 48 shows the typical frequency response of the real part of the Z-parameter
with the air layer above. The plot zooms on the low part of the bandwidth to show
better the low frequency peak.
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Figure 48. Z11 for the F configuration with air above

The value of resistance has a peak at low frequencies and it is going to converge
in frequency. In Figure 48, R11 is going to converge to 34.48Ω, for the coaxial
configuration F, from 25kHz. The resistance value grows with the frequency when
the layer above is a biological tissue.

Figure 49 shows the result for Z11 in the F configuration, with skin and muscle
layer above the electrodes.
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Figure 49. Z11 for the F configurations with skin and muscle above
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Looking at Figure 49 is can be noticed that the biggest value of resistance is
smaller than the peak in Figure 48, than it is reasonable to say that peak is caused
by the use of ideal material for model the semi-infinite region above the electrodes.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the resistive and capacitive effects of the
configuration are negligible compared to the tissue ones. Instead, the configuration
effect is not negligible for both the tissue configurations with muscle and skin above.
Figure 50 shows the parameter C33 for the six configurations, in the simulation with
muscle above.
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Figure 50. C33 for all the configurations with muscle above

The C33 frequency response for the first three configurations is almost over-
lapping because the 3rd electrode has the same dimension in these configurations.
Table 17 show, in detail, C33 for the first three configurations.

Table 17: C33 in detail for the first three configurations with muscle above.

❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵

Frequency
C33 [µF]

A B C

2 kHz 0.63763 0.67642 0.63850
20000 Hz 0.59337 0.59409*10 0.59418
200000 Hz 2.5443 2.5474 2.5478
266700 Hz 3.0243 3.0280 3.0285
355660 Hz 3.5240 3.5283 4.0387
474280 Hz 4.0593 4.0643 4.0649
632460 Hz 4.7427 4.7485 4.7493
843400 Hz 5.8736 5.8809 5.8818
1124680 Hz 8.0718 8.0817 8.0830
1499780 Hz 12.507 12.523 12.525
2 MHz 21.294 21.320 21.323
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From Figure 50 it can be seen that the capacitance is increasing in frequency,
this behaviour is confirming the already showed improvement of transmission per-
formance caused by the tissue above the electrodes, as showed in Figure 38 and
46. Furthermore, this is confirming the hypothesis that the transmission is due to
coupling effects.
The increase in frequency of both the imaginary and real part of the Z-parameters
in the simulation with tissue above is due to the frequency-depending values of
σ and ǫr for the skin and the muscle.
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4 Conclusion

4.1 Conclusion

This thesis work analysed two shapes and six configurations for implantable elec-
trodes. The S and Z parameters of all the configurations are calculated and com-
pared.
The analysis of the S-parameters for the single shape shows that the increase in
dimension improves the transmission and matching performance. The square and
ring results show that the electrode area is as important as the total surrounding
area. With regard to the matching and transmission parameters, it is showed that
the ring has better performance than the square, even if the total electrodes area is
smaller in the ring instance.
The six configurations are simulated with the air region above. The results of these
simulations denote that the coaxial configuration named F is the most eligible one,
since it offers the best transmission and matching performance. The isolation analy-
sis shows that this configuration is the only one where the transmission between two
injection electrodes is better that the one between an injection and a measurement
electrode, this configuration is also the only one where the transmission between two
measurement electrodes is better than the one between a measure and an injection
electrode.
Furthermore, the coaxial configurations have to develop less reaction tissue than the
square configurations because their less sharpness.
After that, the six configurations are simulated with a muscle and skin layer, in
order to understand how the tissue is going to modify the results. In this way, the
isolation performance is degraded while the matching ones are improved for all the
configurations. The results show that the bigger is the area surrounded by the elec-
trodes, the higher is the tissue’s effect on the parameters.
The results were analysed by dividing them in matching, transmission and isolation.
By analysing the S-parameters results, the coaxial configuration named F shows the
best performance, even though it has a problem related to one of the isolation anal-
ysis: the difference between S34 and S31 is below 0dB.
At the end, the model with air and the two ones with tissue are analysed for all the
proposed configurations in terms of Z matrix
It is showed that the used model is not complete due to the lack of data about the
electric proprieties of the reaction tissue. However, the reaction tissue is a conduc-
tive layer around the electrodes and it leads to extra power dissipation, so that the
current injected has to be increased to maintain the same performance. The increase
of current can lead to nonlinear electrode behaviour.
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4.2 Future Work

The model used in this work is composed by ideal materials. Furthermore, the elec-
trodes will be assembled with the circuit even if the electrodes and package material
are unknown up to now. The electrode simulation can be improved by simulating
the circuit with electrodes as well as including the package and create a model with
real material parameters.
Moreover, the characterization can be improved by introducing a better evaluation
of the reaction tissue evoked by implanted devices, and by adding the reaction tissue
layer to the model. As already showed, the electrode configuration performance are
modified when the semi-infinite layer of air above the electrodes is replace with the
tissue: the introduction of the reaction tissue could drastically change the electrode
configurations performance.
Furthermore, other shapes could be characterized like the circle and other configu-
rations composed with these new shapes.
Far from vain ambition, this thesis could be a good starting point for building a
math model of the scenario.
The 3D model is a layered definition that fits with the device geometry but is still
incorrect for a tissue with anisotropic proprieties, like muscle; the accuracy of the
results can be improved by repeating the simulation with the use of a pure 3D sim-
ulator.
In fact, an error due to the use of the ADS software is brought out during the
process: the software increase the substrate dimension over the bound limit defined
during the modelling The performance of the characterization can be enhanced by
using a simulator which does not affect the dimension.
A further implementation of the simple model carried out in this work can be done
by including a more detailed model of the surrounding environment.

The device and the electrodes, originally designed for the glucose measurement could
be also used for the tumor detection, especially in the cases when a tumoral mass
is removed and there is an actual need of post-surgery tests [25].
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